All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec008}
============

Evidence suggests that, on average, most older people will outlive their driving expectancy by 7--10 years \[[@pone.0205580.ref001]\] yet it remains rare for a person to plan ahead for the day when they will cease driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref002]\]. Driving is a complex task requiring a high level of cognitive functioning \[[@pone.0205580.ref003]\]. As we age, a broad spectrum of cognitive ability emerges ranging from normal cognitive functioning at one end to dementia at the other. While a diagnosis of dementia does not mean that a person must immediately stop driving, as the disease progresses the ability to drive safely is eventually lost and driving cessation decisions must be made \[[@pone.0205580.ref003]\].

With the increased detection and diagnosis of dementia, addressing fitness to drive (FtD) and helping patients with cognitive impairment plan for driving cessation is becoming an increasingly frequent aspect of primary care practice \[[@pone.0205580.ref003], [@pone.0205580.ref004]\]. However, the transition to driving retirement can be difficult for patients, and primary care physicians (PCPs) perceive it as a problematic topic that can upset the doctor-patient relationship, especially in the context of cognitive impairment \[[@pone.0205580.ref005], [@pone.0205580.ref006]\]. Unfortunately, cognitive impairment itself is a topic PCPs are also sometimes reluctant to broach with their patients; this reluctance stems from uncertainty about differentiating significant cognitive impairment from natural ageing, and trying to avoid causing patient anxiety about a condition associated with a bleak outlook \[[@pone.0205580.ref007]\]. However, concerns about cognition cannot be ignored in the context of a FtD consultation. Ideally cognitive impairment would be discussed between patient and PCP at an early stage in the condition, allowing thorough assessment and planning for the future if required. However, until the rates of detection, diagnosis and disclosure of cognitive impairment improve, there is a need to equip PCPs with nuanced communication techniques to deal with both of these sensitive topics in the one consultation \[[@pone.0205580.ref008]\].

A first step is to acquire an understanding of where and why problems arise in these consultations; what patients' desire from their PCPs in these consultations; and what has worked to support PCPs in these consultations in the past. While studies from a range of countries have elicited PCP and patient views on FtD assessment \[[@pone.0205580.ref009]--[@pone.0205580.ref011]\], a synthesis of these studies has the potential to achieve a broader understanding of the challenges than a single empirical study. Therefore, the aim of this study is to describe and synthesize existing empirical evidence on both primary care physicians' and patients' experiences of FtD consultations in the setting of cognitive impairment in primary care.

Method {#sec009}
======

We chose the scoping review framework proposed by Arksey and O'Malley \[[@pone.0205580.ref012]\] rather than a conventional systematic review approach as we anticipated that studies relevant to our interest would potentially use mixed study designs (qualitative and quantitative), and we sought to map out the existing evidence identify gaps in the evidence base where further research may be advantageous. Scoping reviews follow five stages. In stage one, we identified our research question as having three components: i) empirical research on ii) primary care consultations with patients about iii) the issue of FtD in the context of cognitive impairment (across the spectrum from mild cognitive impairment to dementia). Stage two was identification of relevant studies. We developed our search strategy by drawing on the search terms used in recent systematic reviews on dementia/cognitive impairment \[[@pone.0205580.ref013], [@pone.0205580.ref014]\], General Practice \[[@pone.0205580.ref015], [@pone.0205580.ref016]\] and driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref017], [@pone.0205580.ref018]\]. An example of the Medline search strategy is available in [S1 Table](#pone.0205580.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We searched seven databases (Medline, Cinahl, PsychINFO, Academic Search Complete, Psychological and Behavioural Sciences Collection, SocIndex and Social Sciences FT) for English language papers from inception until 1^st^ December 2016. The specific search dates for each database are provided in the [S2 Table](#pone.0205580.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Grey literature was sought on Google, Google Scholar and websites of international dementia organisations for professionals and patients.

Stage 3 is study selection. We imported all citations from our search into an online platform (Covidence) for systematic literature reviews. Titles were screened by one reviewer (KMcL), removing those obviously not relevant. Two reviewers (KMcL and CS) independently screened the remainder by title and abstract, and selected all potentially relevant citations for full text review. Full text papers were reviewed independently by two reviewers (KMcL and CS) against our inclusion criteria ([Table 1](#pone.0205580.t001){ref-type="table"}). While inclusion and exclusion criteria were set *a priori*, we articulated the application of these criteria at this stage through a series of team meetings. For example, we identified many studies examining dementia care or FtD assessment more broadly but decided to include only those papers with findings that, at least in part, addressed both communication between patient and PCP on FtD in the setting of cognitive impairment. We included studies on patient views, as we felt these studies could usefully inform PCPs' communication techniques in the consultation. Discrepancies were discussed with a third reviewer (CB). Reference and citation lists of included papers were manually searched for other relevant papers.

10.1371/journal.pone.0205580.t001

###### Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
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  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Included Studies                                                                                                                                                     Excluded Studies
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Primary research (i.e. has generated empirical evidence).\                                                                                                           Not primary studies (e.g. book reviews, editorials, opinion pieces, expert advice) or not reporting primary empirical findings.\
  Focused on the medical assessment of fitness to drive for people with cognitive impairment, across the spectrum from mild cognitive impairment to dementia.\         Focused on fitness to drive amongst populations with transient cognitive impairment or other medical conditions.\
  Focused on consultations and communication between people with cognitive impairment and/or their main caregiver with Primary Care Physicians or their equivalent.\   Focused on development or validation of psychometric assessment of fitness to drive, or assessment in settings other than general practice, without data on consultation and communication between patients and their GPs or equivalent.\
                                                                                                                                                                       Focused on fitness to drive assessment without reference to cognitive impairment, or on cognitive assessment without any reference to driving.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Stage 4, we extracted data from each included study. For papers that addressed dementia care or FtD assessment more broadly, we extracted only that data which related specifically to FtD in the setting of cognitive impairment. To achieve our aim of mapping all evidence relevant to this literature, we sorted relevant data (both qualitative and quantitative) into a broad inductive analytical framework, and then coded this material into conceptual themes in multiple iterative moves. As is the norm in scoping reviews \[[@pone.0205580.ref012]\], we did not undertake a comprehensive appraisal of the methodological quality of included studies but we did ensure studies were not "fatally flawed" using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool \[[@pone.0205580.ref019], [@pone.0205580.ref020]\]. This tool has been designed for the appraisal stage of complex systematic literature reviews that include qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods studies (mixed studies reviews).

In stage 5, we collated and summarized our results. To present an overview of all material reviewed, we combined our qualitative and quantitative data in a single narrative synthesis, aligning quantitative data with themes evident in the qualitative studies \[[@pone.0205580.ref012], [@pone.0205580.ref019]\]. For quantitative studies, we present findings using proportions and percentages and for qualitative studies present illustrative quotes (in italics). For pre/post studies, we present baseline findings first and then describe the impact of the interventions in a separate section.

Results {#sec010}
=======

The initial search generated 4457 records, of which 18 papers met the study criteria for inclusion ([Fig 1](#pone.0205580.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flow diagram of systematic scoping review.](pone.0205580.g001){#pone.0205580.g001}

Overview of included studies {#sec011}
----------------------------

Included studies are summarized in [Table 2](#pone.0205580.t002){ref-type="table"}. Five studies originated from the United States of America \[[@pone.0205580.ref021]--[@pone.0205580.ref025]\], five from Canada \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref026]--[@pone.0205580.ref029]\], six from Australia \[[@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref030]--[@pone.0205580.ref034]\], and one each from New Zealand \[[@pone.0205580.ref035]\] and Ireland \[[@pone.0205580.ref009]\]. Year of publication spanned 1999 to 2015. Seven studies were cross-sectional surveys \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref021], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref032]--[@pone.0205580.ref035]\], six studies were pre/post evaluations of improvement or education programmes \[[@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref025], [@pone.0205580.ref026], [@pone.0205580.ref029], [@pone.0205580.ref030]\], and five were primary qualitative studies \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref027], [@pone.0205580.ref031]\]. Eleven studies focused on FtD in the specific setting of cognitive impairment \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref021], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref026], [@pone.0205580.ref028]--[@pone.0205580.ref030], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref035]\], five studies on the general assessment of FtD in older people (but included data on cognitive impairment) \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref032], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\], and two studies on the broader management of dementia but included data on FtD \[[@pone.0205580.ref025], [@pone.0205580.ref027]\]. Four studies provided patient or care-giver views \[[@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref021], [@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref030]\], while fifteen examined PCPs' views.

10.1371/journal.pone.0205580.t002

###### Characteristics of included studies.
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  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                         Aim                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Study Design                                  Country       Participants                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Sample Size
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------
  **Adler et al., 1999 \[[@pone.0205580.ref021]\]**             To understand the importance of driving in the lives of older adults with dementia                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Cross-sectional                               America       People with dementia (n = 75) and collateral sources familiar with their driving (n = 75)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    n = 150

  **Byszewski et al., 2003 \[[@pone.0205580.ref026]\]**         To examine the effect of the Driving and Dementia Toolkit on physician knowledge and confidence gained in undertaking an office assessment of driving skills                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Pre/post questionnaires                       Canada        Family physicians                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            n = 145

  **Carmody et al., 2014 \[[@pone.0205580.ref030]\]**           To evaluate how a self-administered decision aid contributed to decision making about driving retirement by individuals living with dementia                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Pre/post questionnaires                       Australia     Drivers with dementia                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 12

  **Doherty et al., 2015 \[[@pone.0205580.ref009]\]**           To establish the general practice experience of assessing patients with cognitive impairment for driving fitness, examine the GPs attitude to this role, and investigate what factors influence GPs in this decision-making process                                                                                                                                                                                                 Cross-sectional survey                        Ireland       General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 125

  **Friedland et al., 2006 \[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\]**         To examine perceptions of family physicians regarding their role of monitoring seniors' driving and understand their perspective on both the informal and legislated aspects of their role                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Qualitative focus groups                      Canada        Family physicians                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            n = 20

  **Hill et al., 2013 \[[@pone.0205580.ref022]\]**              To assess a curriculum that trains health professionals to increase their awareness, screening, management,\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Pre/post questionnaires                       America       Healthcare professionals including General Practitioners, Occupational Therapists. Nurse Practitioners, Physician Assistants                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 n = 1202
                                                                and reporting of age-related driving impairments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Hoggarth, 2013 \[[@pone.0205580.ref035]\]**                 To assess how GPs in Canterbury determine the driving ability of their older patients with cognitive impairments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Cross-sectional survey                        New Zealand   General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 514

  **Hum et al., 2014 \[[@pone.0205580.ref027]\]**               To explore perceived roles and attitudes towards the provision of dementia care from the perspectives of family physicians and specialists                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Qualitative interviews                        Canada        Family physicians (n = 6) and hospital specialists (n = 6)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   n = 12

  **Johnson et al., 2013 \[[@pone.0205580.ref011]\]**           To investigate the\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Qualitative interviews                        Australia     People with suspected cognitive impairment                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   n = 7
                                                                views of older people with mild cognitive impairment about decision making on\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                driving cessation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  **Jones et al., 2012 \[[@pone.0205580.ref031]\]**             To explore GP perspectives regarding assessing fitness to drive in older and functionally impaired patients                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Qualitative interviews and one focus group\   Australia     General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 13

  **Lipski, 2002 \[[@pone.0205580.ref032]\]**                   To investigate the attitudes of General Practitioners to older drivers on the New South Wales Central Coast.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Cross-sectional survey                        Australia     General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 173

  **Meuser et al., 2006 \[[@pone.0205580.ref023]\]**            To develop and evaluate a multimedia\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Pre/post questionnaires at 4 time points      America       Licensed health professionals                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                n = 190
                                                                workshop curriculum to educate physicians and other health professionals about (a) driving-related assessment in older adults with dementia, and (b) strategies to encourage driving retirement for impaired individuals                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  **Moorhouse et al., 2011 \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\]**         To assess perceived barriers to addressing driving safety in dementia among Nova Scotian primary care physicians and to determine whether these barriers differ between urban and rural physicians or according to years of practice                                                                                                                                                                                                Cross-sectional survey                        Canada        Primary Care Physicians                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      n = 134

  **Moorhouse and Hamilton, 2014 \[[@pone.0205580.ref029]\]**   To assess the impact of a provincial Web-based resource ([www.notifbutwhen.ca](http://cgjonline.ca/index.php/cgj/article/view/109/www.notifbutwhen.ca)) regarding driving cessation in dementia aimed towards primary care physicians                                                                                                                                                                                               Pre/post questionnaires                       Canada        Primary Care Physicians                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      n = 134\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             /n = 113

  **Perkinson et al., 2005 \[[@pone.0205580.ref024]\]**         To examine beliefs and responses to the issue of driving and Alzheimer's Dementia among key stakeholder groups, including views on the circumstances that either allow persons with dementia to continue driving or prompt them to retire, beliefs regarding the identification and management of unsafe drivers with AD and the perceived barriers to and successful strategies for achieving driving cessation when appropriate   Qualitative focus groups                      America       General Practitioners (n = 8); Drivers with very mild to mild cognitive impairment (n = 9); Former drivers with very mild to mild cognitive impairment (n = 5); Family caregivers of drivers (n = 9); Family caregivers of former drivers (n = 5); Advocates (n = 10); Non Physician Healthcare Staff (n = 8); Transport and law enforcement professionals (n = 8); Geriatricians and Neurologists (n = 6)   n = 68

  **Reuben et al., 2010 \[[@pone.0205580.ref025]\]**            To determine whether a practice redesign intervention coupled with referral to local Alzheimer\'s Association chapters can improve the quality of dementia care                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Pre/post medical intervention audits          America       Two community-based physician practices and patients aged 75+ with dementia.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 N = 5

  **Snellgrove & Heckler, 2002 \[[@pone.0205580.ref033]\]**     To investigate the attitudes, knowledge,\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Cross-sectional survey                        Australia     General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 1,000 (approx)
                                                                and self-reported clinical practices of GPs in South Australia regarding driving and dementia                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  **Wilson and Kirby, 2008 \[[@pone.0205580.ref034]\]**         To investigate individual differences in\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Cross-sectional survey                        Australia     General Practitioners                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n = 204
                                                                GP knowledge, procedures and opinions of\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                older driver assessments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PCPs content to discuss but not assess driving ability in setting of cognitive impairment {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PCPs were generally content to discuss driving with their cognitively-impaired patients and act as a first-point of contact for patients with concerns, but they disliked the "*emotionally-charged task*" of actually assessing or determining patients' FtD \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref027], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\]. In North American and Australian studies, PCPs voiced a preference for an overall shift in responsibility for assessment to third parties such as physicians within Ministries of Transportation, hospital-based geriatric programs or occupational therapists \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref027], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\].

Less than a third of sampled Canadian PCPs were comfortable with their ability to assess FtD \[[@pone.0205580.ref026], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\], and almost 70% at least sometimes avoided discussions about driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\]. Similar findings were observed in the US where PCPs self-rated their confidence in FtD assessments in cognitive impairment as 4.3/7 \[[@pone.0205580.ref023]\] and almost half (48%) of Californian PCPs reported an absence of confidence in their skills \[[@pone.0205580.ref022]\]. In New Zealand, the majority of PCPs were "not so confident" about driving in the setting of cognitive impairment \[[@pone.0205580.ref035]\].

PCPs' discomfort was associated with infrequent screening of older drivers' cognition: the majority of New Zealand PCPs only "sometimes" screened cognition for older drivers \[[@pone.0205580.ref035]\]; three Australian studies indicated that as few as 16--32% of PCPs routinely screened cognition during FtD assessment \[[@pone.0205580.ref032]--[@pone.0205580.ref034]\]; and 62% of American PCPs admitted "rarely" or "never" screening their elderly patients for functional/ cognitive impairments \[[@pone.0205580.ref022]\]. Similarly, data on routine care for patients with dementia showed that enquiries about driving were made by only a third (38%) of PCPs \[[@pone.0205580.ref023]\].

Years of experience as a physician was positively associated with having routine discussions about driving, more lengthy discussions about driving cessation \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\], and physician confidence with driving assessment \[[@pone.0205580.ref026]\]. For example, the majority of surveyed Irish PCPs had been qualified for more than twenty years and this group reported high levels of confidence assessing fitness to drive despite feeling inadequately resourced to do so \[[@pone.0205580.ref009]\].

Reasons for PCPs' discomfort {#sec013}
----------------------------

Reasons for PCPs' discomfort assessing FtD in cognitive impairment were evident in almost all included studies and are summarised below and in [Fig 2](#pone.0205580.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Reasons for PCP discomfort in consultations on driving in patients with cognitive impairment.](pone.0205580.g002){#pone.0205580.g002}

### Insufficient training {#sec014}

Studies showed that PCPs perceived that they lacked appropriate training: over half (59%) of surveyed Australian PCPs reported insufficient training in the medical assessment of drivers and driving competency \[[@pone.0205580.ref032]\] while Canadian PCPs stated that they felt undermined by their lack of training in assessing patients' ability to drive \[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\]. Specific areas of difficulty were: 40% of surveyed Canadian PCPs expressed difficulties with decision-making on FtD \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\], a similar proportion (46%) of Australian PCPs reported difficulties distinguishing normal ageing from early dementia \[[@pone.0205580.ref033]\] and 60% of Irish PCPs desired additional training in assessment of cognition relevant to driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref009]\]. PCPs in some studies felt they were too pressed for time during consultations to undertake satisfactory reviews of driving ability \[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\], and called for brief desktop references to guide in-office assessment and decision-making to facilitate greater efficiency \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref027], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref035]\].

### Lack of familiarity with legal responsibilities and local resources {#sec015}

Distinct from lack of training, PCPs in studies in multiple jurisdictions reported poor familiarity with legal obligations and responsibilities for notifying licensing authorities \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref033]--[@pone.0205580.ref035]\] and a lack of knowledge of local resources and supports for patients \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref025]\]. Canadian PCPs described themselves as "*reluctant regulators*" \[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\], with over a third (36%) reporting lack of familiarity with standards and guidelines \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\]. Uncertainties about the right or the responsibility to breach patient confidentiality were also apparent in multiple studies \[[@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref033]\].

### Fear of damaging the doctor-patient relationship {#sec016}

Qualitative data revealed that PCPs saw raising the topic of driving in the setting of cognitive impairment as something that *"can completely destroy the therapeutic relationship with the patient"* \[[@pone.0205580.ref027]\] as well as potentially alienating the patient \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref031]\]. The qualitative findings were supported across the survey data, with 43 to 48% of PCPs agreeing that the potential negative impact on doctor-patient relationship was a barrier to FtD assessment for patients with dementia \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref029], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\]. PCPs' fears in this regard were not unfounded: participants in two studies reported break downs in the doctor-patient relationship that led to the patient switching physicians \[[@pone.0205580.ref009], [@pone.0205580.ref035]\].

### Concern about impact on patient's quality of life {#sec017}

PCPs' concern about the impact of driving cessation on the patient's quality of life, which included reduced self-esteem and dependence in daily activities, also led them to avoid introducing the topic in patients with earlier cognitive impairment, especially in areas lacking alternative community transport services \[[@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref031], [@pone.0205580.ref033], [@pone.0205580.ref034]\]. Others expressed concern that patients who '*fired*' them might forego medical care of their dementia and other conditions \[[@pone.0205580.ref027]\]. The findings of one study suggested that by demonstrating an awareness of the negative impact associated with driving cessation, PCPs could mitigate some of the bad feeling between doctor and patient: "*Addressing the negative issues shows you are aware of impact*" \[[@pone.0205580.ref034]\].

### Issues with family involvement {#sec018}

PCPs reported that the impact of FtD in cognitive impairment as "*a big*, *ugly problem"* could extend beyond the doctor-patient relationship to the PCP's relationship with entire families: *"families and patients get mad when driving is taken away"* \[[@pone.0205580.ref027]\]. A perceived lack of support from the family or caregivers was viewed by participants in many studies as an additional barrier to speaking to a person with dementia about driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref028], [@pone.0205580.ref029], [@pone.0205580.ref031]\]. However, PCPs also saw that concerns expressed by family members was a useful trigger for further evaluation \[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\], and gaining family support could facilitate this process \[[@pone.0205580.ref024], [@pone.0205580.ref031]\].

### Uncertainty of optimal time to assess {#sec019}

PCPs tended to conduct initial driving screening soon after a diagnosis of cognitive impairment or dementia had been made \[[@pone.0205580.ref028]\] with the transition from very mild cognitive impairment to mild cognitive impairment identified as a key time to raise the topic of driving \[[@pone.0205580.ref023]\] and as an opportunity to "plant the seed" for planning of driving retirement \[[@pone.0205580.ref024]\]. However, introducing the topic too early led to its own problems: in one Canadian study, PCPs found assessment of the impact of early cognitive impairment on driving difficult because "*... seniors are well socialized to a medical visit and can cover up their deficits very nicely*"\[[@pone.0205580.ref010]\] while Australian PCPs felt patients with early dementia had "..*the least insight into their driving inability*" \[[@pone.0205580.ref031]\]. Further, it was felt that patients' may not take advantage of early support due to the perception that they did not need it then \[[@pone.0205580.ref025]\].

Patient and carer perspective {#sec020}
-----------------------------

The key finding from three studies with older people with cognitive impairment was '*maintaining agency'*: people ideally wanted to decide when they should stop driving themselves but they were theoretically prepared to accept their PCP's advice and family input \[[@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref021], [@pone.0205580.ref024]\]. Patient participants in an Australian qualitative study accepted that they would have to stop driving at some stage, and anticipated that their PCP would advise them when they were no longer fit to drive, but the majority of patients and caregivers in a Canadian survey believed, mistakenly, that patients could continue driving through the course of their illness \[[@pone.0205580.ref021]\]. Participants in the three studies saw referral for assessment as acceptable or even desirable to settle any dilemmas or uncertainties about FtD \[[@pone.0205580.ref011], [@pone.0205580.ref021], [@pone.0205580.ref024]\]. Male respondents linked the loss of capacity to drive with a loss of male identity, leading to a suggestion to PCPs to acknowledge this issue explicitly when dealing with male patients \[[@pone.0205580.ref011]\].

Value of interventions {#sec021}
----------------------

An overview of interventions used in the six intervention studies is provided in [Table 3](#pone.0205580.t003){ref-type="table"}, with material which may support PCPs' approach to the topic of driving in consultations with patients with cognitive impairment highlighted in the final column. Three of the four interventions aimed at increasing PCP confidence in; knowledge of; and screening for driving ability in cognitive impairment were found to be successful \[[@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref023], [@pone.0205580.ref026]\]. These three interventions shared some common features: they provided an overview of information on local and regional resources, legal requirements, and assessment strategies to support PCPs' approach; they focused on what physicians can accomplish in an office visit alone; and information was provided succinctly through short in-person lectures or workshops \[[@pone.0205580.ref022], [@pone.0205580.ref023]\] or via a posted booklet \[[@pone.0205580.ref026]\]. The fourth intervention, a web-based education campaign, was less successful \[[@pone.0205580.ref029]\]. Engagement with the on-line material was low, and while participants reported being less likely to avoid discussions about driving with patients, there was no significant change in self-rated comfort assessing FtD in dementia, and the proportion who felt ill-equipped remained high (83%). A fifth intervention focused on practice redesign to improve dementia care and was associated with increased referral to local Alzheimer's Association chapters, which in turn increased the likelihood of referred patients receiving counselling on driving cessation and improved the quality of counselling about driving that they received \[[@pone.0205580.ref025]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0205580.t003

###### Description of interventions.
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  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Study**                                                     **Intervention**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                **Key findings**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             **Generic tips for PCPs specific to communication**
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Byszewski et al., 2003 \[[@pone.0205580.ref026]\]**         The Driving and Dementia Toolkit\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               The toolkit significantly improved PCPs self-reported knowledge and confidence for assessing driving capacity in people with dementia in primary care by:\                                                                                                   Questions to ask patients\
                                                                • designed to respond to the need for information to assist family physicians in the office assessment of driving skills, in communicating the results of the assessment to patients and their caregivers, and in linking patients and family members with the appropriate community resources\                                 • increasing awareness of specialist and government approved services available (89.7%)\                                                                                                                                                                     • do you think you are a safe driver\
                                                                • consists of background information, algorithm of local resources, forms to access these services, screening questions about older drivers' safety, patient-related information, and frequently asked questions\                                                                                                               • increasing familiarity with appropriate questions to ask patients (68--98%) and their caregivers (60--97%) when assessing driving ability\                                                                                                                 • do you restrict driving to familiar areas/routes\
                                                                • material was printed as a booklet, and posted to family physicians                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         • do other drivers honk at you or show irritation\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • have you noticed any change in your driving skills\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Questions to ask caregivers:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • does the patient avoid driving at night\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • has the patient received any traffic violations\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • does the person need a co-pilot to alert them of potentially hazardous events or conditions\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • do you feel uncomfortable being a passenger when the patient is driving

  **Carmody et al., 2014 \[[@pone.0205580.ref030]\]**           The Driving With Dementia Decision Aid (DDDA) to guide patients through:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       The DDDA improved patients' knowledge and satisfaction with decisions regarding driving retirement by\                                                                                                                                                       Move focus away from assessment of FtD, to focus instead on facilitating planning for driving retirement with patients recently diagnosed with dementia.\
                                                                • clarification of their decision and values\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • Increasing knowledge from 5.3 to 5.8 (out of 10)\                                                                                                                                                                                                          Aim to engage and assist people recently diagnosed with dementia in their decisions and plans for driving retirement, thereby protecting patient agency while also maintaining public road safety.\
                                                                • decisional needs and support\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • Changing their decisions regarding driving\                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                • consideration of the options\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • Reducing decisional conflict from 22.5 to 7.5 (out of 100)\                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                • advising others of one's decision.\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Patients felt that the DDDA would be a good tool to start conversations with others about their driving.                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                Link to [Dementia and Driving: a decision aid](https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2F1472-6947-14-19/MediaObjects/12911_2013_795_MOESM1_ESM.pdf)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  **Hill et al., 2013 \[[@pone.0205580.ref022]\]**              One hour seminar on age-related driving impairments including:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 The training programme increased:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Promote general health and ensure optimal medication use to best support on-going driving (i.e. vision, range of motion, use lowest effective dose of medications etc.)\
                                                                • Statistics on older drivers, vision, frailty and cognitive decline\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           • confidence in screening older people for age related driving impairments (to 72%)\                                                                                                                                                                         Be familiar with local resources and regional legal requirements\
                                                                • Implementation and interpretation of approved screening tools\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                • intent to screen (to 55%)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                • Pocket guide with algorithm for outcomes of screening, counselling patients and reporting to driving authorities\                                                                                                                                                                                                             • understanding of the law (92%)\                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                • Resources and when to refer to occupational therapists, driving rehab specialists etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        • understanding of medical conditions and medications that might impair ability to drive (92%)\                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Mandatory reporting was perceived to: (1) protect safety of patients (91%); (2) increase willingness to discuss driving with patients (59%); (3) protect PCPs from liability; (4) have the potential to alienate patients.                                   

  **Meuser et al., 2006 \[[@pone.0205580.ref023]\]**            Two hour multimedia workshop covering\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          The workshop was associated with\                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Where impairment is very mild, advise the person and family that driving cessation will be required eventually. Follow up every 6--12 months.\
                                                                • the approach to evaluating the driver with dementia\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          • improvements in PCPs' self-rated confidence from 4.3/7 to 6.9/7 with sustained improvement at three and twelve months\                                                                                                                                     Where mild, educate the patient and family that the advancing impairment will likely necessitate retirement from driving in 6--18 months. Recommend common sense restrictions to reduce risk e.g. avoiding bad weather, night-time, rush hour driving and recommend that they begin to develop an alternate transport plan.\
                                                                • counselling the patient and family\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           • reduced confusion about reporting procedures, uncertainty about protection against confidentiality breaches, and fear of damaging the doctor-patient relationship                                                                                          Moderate to Severe: Recommend immediate retirement from driving. Work with patient and family to develop and implement a plan for driving cessation and alternate transportation. Enlist help of others to ensure active acceptance of the plan.
                                                                • state reporting procedures for impaired drivers\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                • web-based resources\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                • local and national referral sources\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                Link to resource booklet "[At the Crossroads: Family Conversations about Dementia and Driving](http://www.thehartford.com/sites/thehartford/files/at-the-crossroads-2012.pdf)"\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  **Moorhouse and Hamilton, 2014 \[[@pone.0205580.ref029]\]**   Launch of a web-based campaign and resource ([www.notifbutwhen.ca](http://cgjonline.ca/index.php/cgj/article/view/109/www.notifbutwhen.ca)) to guide physicians through the process of driving cessation from the time that cognitive concerns are first noticed through to when dementia precludes safe driving, including:\   After the web-resource was launched participants were\                                                                                                                                                                                                       Increasing familiarity with local resources for driving assessment and supports for patients and caregivers can facilitate discussions about driving.
                                                                • summary of evidence on driving safety in dementia\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            • more likely to address FtD as part of routine dementia care\                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                • in-office driving assessments and national guidelines regarding driving safety in dementia\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   • less likely to wait for concerns to be resented by family members before initiative discussions about driving\                                                                                                                                             
                                                                • referral forms for local driving assessment agencies\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         • less likely to report avoiding discussions about driving (69% to 53%)\                                                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                • algorithms for determining when on-road assessment may be needed\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             • less likely to cite family resistance or a lack of resources to offer patient/families as barriers\                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                • step-by-step guides to the process once concerns are raised to the provincial Registry of Motor Vehicles\                                                                                                                                                                                                                     There was no significant change in physician's comfort assessing fitness to drive (40% to 36%).                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                • printable information sheets and checklists for caregivers                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  **Reuben et al., 2010 \[[@pone.0205580.ref025]\]**            ACOVE-2 intervention:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          This intervention led to more patients with dementia being referred to local Alzheimer\'s Association chapters. Referred patients had higher quality scores (65% versus 41%) and better counselling about planning for driving cessation (50% versus 14%).   Consider referral of all patients with dementia to local Alzheimer Associations for provision of support and information regarding driving cessation.\
                                                                • a practice redesign intervention (involving screening, efficient collection of clinical data, medical record prompts, patient education/ empowerment materials, and physician decision support/education) coupled with referral to local Alzheimer\'s Association chapters\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The sixth intervention aimed to support people with dementia to engage in decision-making on driving retirement \[[@pone.0205580.ref030]\]. In this pilot study, drivers with dementia (n = 12) reported improved knowledge, higher satisfaction with decisions regarding driving retirement, and less decisional conflict after reading a clearly worded decision-aid.

Discussion {#sec022}
==========

This scoping review was undertaken to describe, synthesize, and interpret literature on consultations between PCPs and patients with cognitive impairment and their caregivers about FtD. The synthesized data highlight why PCPs encounter challenges and sometimes avoid these consultations. Whereas PCPs view this doctor-patient interaction as potentially contentious, the patient literature suggests the potential benefits of re-framing FtD consultations as a proactive and collaborative discussion between PCPs and persons with cognitive impairment. Data also support the need for professional educational modules that are succinct, closely aligned with the challenges of practice and include easily retrievable information on local resources for driving assessment, patient support and legal responsibilities. Addressing these knowledge gaps will help to build PCPs' confidence in approaching the topic of driving in consultations.

Implications for practice {#sec023}
-------------------------

Stopping driving can limit an older person's independence and is an independent risk factor for entry to a nursing home \[[@pone.0205580.ref003]\], but these negative consequences must be weighed up against the higher accident rates experienced by older drivers with cognitive impairment and the risks to other road users \[[@pone.0205580.ref036]--[@pone.0205580.ref038]\]. Our findings, particularly those in [Table 3](#pone.0205580.t003){ref-type="table"}, outline specific communication techniques that PCPs can use to introduce the topic of driving in consultations with people with cognitive impairment (and/or their caregivers). Rather than seeing these discussions as a threat, these techniques may help to harness the strengths of the longitudinal doctor-patient relationship to better deliver patient-focused driving advice. Promotion of early and open conversation about FtD by healthcare professionals, patient advocacy groups and the lay media may prompt and encourage better discussions about driving between patients and PCPs \[[@pone.0205580.ref010], [@pone.0205580.ref029]\]. These communication techniques may also have broader application for PCPs who are trying to introduce the topic of cognitive impairment with patients who appear to lack awareness of cognitive deficits they are manifesting.

Strengths and limitations {#sec024}
-------------------------

Key strengths are the systematic search, inclusion of mixed study designs and the multidisciplinary team. Our main reason for excluding papers was the lack of empirical evidence: we found much has been written on how PCPs should conduct FtD consultations, but empirical evidence on this matter is lacking. While no included study was "fatally flawed", study quality was generally low, attesting that this is an area worthy of much more research endeavour. Specifically, we identified in the available literature a dearth of evidence on the lived experience of patients and caregivers who had encountered FtD consultations in primary care (whether negative or positive); a lack of experimental evidence for the effect of PCP education or training interventions on patient experience; and little consideration for how third-party assessment can be integrated into patient care without impacting on continuity and patient-centredness.

Conclusion {#sec025}
==========

The increasing number of older people affected by cognitive impairment, for whom driving may be a concern, has implications for primary care practice. Addressing the reasons for PCPs' lack of comfort in dealing with this issue is essential in order for them to better engage with proactive, collaborative discussion with patients on plans and preferences for driving cessation.
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